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Can ghosts really talk?J.J. Graves is about to find out when her past comes back to haunt her. But

before she and Jack can resolve her past, they need to deal with his. Six years ago Jack was left for

dead during a SWAT raid he commanded. He never speaks of what happened that day, but he

doesn't have a choice after someone starts murdering his men. According to the FBI, Jack is either

next on the list, or he's the one behind it all.
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I really liked the first book in this series. The second was okay, but it really bothered me that so

many things contradicted the first book, like the author forgot what she had written. (The town all of

the sudden hating JJ when in book one they were trying to set her up with a husband and seemed

caring for the most part. JJ finding out Mooney really killed her parents but that was all forgotten

after book one. The list could go on...)This book was even worse when it came to continuity errors.

I'm pretty surprised no one else has mentioned it in the reviews. Am I really the only person who

wondered at the HUGE change in the story of why Jack left SWAT? In the first book it says his last



op with SWAT was drug related and he was the only one of his 7 man team to survive--that he took

3 bullets during that and barely lived and decided to resign. The story was the same in book two.

Now all of the sudden, it was a bank heist and only one of his ten man team died?? And the whole

plot of this book is based on that!JJ was more tolerable in this book. I liked her a lot in book one but

she drove me nuts in the second book. Although this one happened only a few weeks after book

two, all of the sudden she's mostly over almost being killed when it totally overtook her whole life in

the second book?I probably won't read book four, whenever it comes out. And I'm pretty irritated

that I paid $4.99 for books two and three. I think the author needs to start keeping better notes so

she stops contradicting herself when she continues the series...

Third book in the series. Can be read as a stand alone but more fun as part of the whole. J.J.

Graves, an intelligent, quirky but likable 30ish young woman with a lonely past and trouble-laden

(through no fault of her own) reputation continues her work as a doctor-mortician-coroner-detective

and her growing romantic relationship with life-time friend, Jack. Although some of the subject

matter is heavy (gruesome situations, murder, autopsy, grief), the writing is light with clever,

well-written conversation laced with biting sarcasm, astute observations, and tidbits of humor that

make each character--major or minor--memorable and unique. That, a reasonable price, and a few

twists are what have kept me reading the series. If you're looking for a serious, highly-detailed

historical or mystery novel, pass this one up. And yes, there are some inconsistencies through the

series, but if you're looking for a fast read and a romp through danger and the macabre with

characters that continue to grow on you, read on.

One super read.JJ and Jack are finally together. JJ is living with Jack and the sex is awesome. Of

course the Bloody Mary gossip mill is running full speed ahead.Jack wants to marry JJ and JJ wants

to marry Jack. Problem is JJ has loads of baggage and she thinks Jack will get tired of that baggage

and tired of her.Jack also has an election coming up. Jack loves her to distraction and always has.

Jack could care less about the election. Jack has the experience to work for anyone and the wealth

to not have to. Jack gets offers of employment all the time and the FBI is always recruiting him. The

FBI among many others.JJ and Jack get a call about a body. A body thats washed up on the shore

at the Caledon State Park. Jack is supposed to be on vacation but he heads out with JJ.JJ

determines the body has been in the water for at least two days. A body with no ID and no face. A

body with two bullet holes in the back of the head. A murder for sure. JJ is going to have to try and

gets prints. Not easy as the mans skin is already pulling away from his fingers.The body also has a



tattoo. A SWAT tattoo. One all SWAT brothers wear. Jack recognizes it immediately but with no

face Jack can't tell who the man is.JJ finally tells Jack about her Father. A Father who's very much

alive. A Father who wants the boxes that JJ took from the Pocono's. Something else for JJ to worry

about.So begins one damned fine read.This one has the murders of all but Jack and one other

member of his DC SWAT team, revenge, the FBI, Jack as a possible suspect, Ben Carver an FBI

friend of Jacks, an old flame of Jacks, an organization behind the murders, a group of motorcycle

gang members, the wife of a man who betrayed and shot Jack, three killers on the loose, JJ dealing

with her loads of baggage and JJ and Jack in a fight for their lives.Just one super read. Five Stars

and then some.

I liked the two Lilliana Hart books that I previously read. I seldom do not finish a book no matter how

bad but I only made it through a few chapters of this book. I don't really know what put me off this

book; perhaps too much political intrigue? I got bored. I will definitely read more books by this

author, I just did not like this story line.
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